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Inclusive Scattering 
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  DIS at HERA at low x
ZEUS

Diffractive Scattering 
expectation before HERA
~ 0.01%
seen  ~20% at Q2 = 4  GeV2

               ~10% at Q2 = 20 GeV2
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DIS Reactions 

Rapidity Gaps
ΔY = ln(W2/M2X) ≈Δη 

Inclusive variables:
Q2  - virtuality of the incoming photon
W  -  CMS energy of the incoming photon-proton system
x    -   ≈ Q2 /W2 

Diffractive variables:
MX  - invariant mass of all particles seen in the detector
t      - momentum transfer to the diffractively scattered proton 

Forward protons
with xL = 1-xIP > 95%
xL ~ longitudinal 
fraction of proton 
momentum
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Partons vs Dipoles at low-x
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Infinite momentum frame: Partons                 

Proton rest frame: Dipoles  - long living quark pair interacts with 
the gluons of the proton                       dipole life time ≈ 1/(mp x)

                         = 10 - 1000 fm at x = 10-2 - 10-4

 

            for small dipoles, at low-x, dipole picture 
       is equivalent to the QCD parton picture
       σqq ~ r2 xg(x,Q2)

F2 measures parton density at a scale Q2                 
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Low-x phenomena in DIS give access to the properties of the gluon 
density
    ●  rise of F2 with decreasing x  (this talk)
    ●  diffractive reactions  ( A. Valkarova talk)

The same, universal, gluon density describes the properties of many 
reactions: F2, FL, inclusive diffraction, exclusive J/Psi, Phi and Rho 
production, DVCS, diffractive jets                   

for small dipole size                              
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Diffraction as a shadow of DIS

 !qq ~ r2xg(x,µ) 
    for small r!

K, Lappi, Marquet, 
Venugopalan 
+ many others

Optical Theorem
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 Determination of Gluon Density in pdf’s

GD is determined from the increase 
of F2 with x and Q2 in low-x region

Determine pdf’s densities from the 
χ2 fit to the data

Who?  ABM, MSTW, CT(EQ),  HERAPDF, (G)JR, NNPDF
How?  Start from parametrized form of g(q)(x,Q02) at Q02 1-7 GeV2 
        use N(N)LO DGLAP, MSbar factorisation, Heavy quark scheme

F2
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non-pert.

DATA

DIS (HERA and fixed target..), Drell-Yan processes (fixed target)
High ET jets (Tevatron), W,Z rapidity (Tevatron)
νN dimuon (CCFR, NuteV)....

HERAPDF 1.0 uses combined H1 and ZEUS HERA I  xs data 
HERAPDF 1.5 uses, in addition, combined  HERA charm data ..

Excellent test reaction
W, Z production at LHC                             

W, Z production at LHC is 
a low-x effect                             

correlation between Mc↑ and g(x,Q)↑  
known also from dipole saturation inv.                          

W                             

W                             

ν
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non-pert.

Heavy Quark treatment in pdf’s

Fixed Flavour Number Scheme - FFNS (exact calculation at fixed order)
Variable Flavour -    VFNS  (approx. eval.:    Mc=0, resums large logs

VFNS  provides consistently better fits than FFNS
=>     importance of resummation                             
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non-pert.

      slide from a recent talk of M. Cooper-Sarkar                          
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non-pert.

Sources of uncertainty

example: HERAPDF

  ● st. and sys. errors of data
  ● variation of Q02

        range -  1.5 to 2.5 GeV2

  ● variation of the Q2cut
        range -  2.5 to 5 GeV2

(relatively large 
uncertainties of HERAPDF 
are due presumably to the 
use of HERA data only)
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non-pert.

Study of uncertainties
  ● st. and sys. errors of data (red)
  ● variation of Q02,   range -  1.9 to 2.5 GeV2      (green)

 ▶ behaviour of gluon density at large x and/or large  Q2 ’s is 
strongly  correlated with its behaviour at small x and small Q2 ’s  

 from a recent talk of M. Cooper-Sarkar
 (DESY QCD Workshop, 2nd of Sep. 2013)                          
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Study of uncertainties
  ● variation of the Q2cut , range -  2.5 to 5 GeV2 (yellow)
     (most of the effect is coming from the change from 
      3.5 to 5 GeV2)

 ▶ behaviour of gluon density in the saturation region could be 
correlated with its large Q2  behaviour 

more investigations are in progress, wait for HERAPDF2.0 which 
will also use HERA II inclusive combined data
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non-pert.

Comparison with the W and Z 
production at LHC

 combined muon and electron data
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non-pert.

Strangeness suppression at low-x?

  dimuon production in νN DIS suggested that s/d ~ 0.5
 this was accepted by e.g.:  MSTW08, NNPDF2.3, but contested by CTEQ
 (also difficult to understand in the dipole picture) 
 this is a 4% effect at LHC, could we see it? 

fit within HERAfitter: 
           s/d = 1.0 +/- 0.25 
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non-pert.

Drell-Yan at LHC
(a potentially very interesting 
reaction for low-x physics)

very good agreement between theory 
and data at high mass 

good agreement at low mass but 
error on data is still large
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non-pert.

top production at LHC 

test of gluon density, αS(MZ) dependence
and top mass

top production is also very sensitive to top mass, which in turn 
determines the running of the Higgs potential to high scales, 
which in turn determines the stability of our universe 
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non-pert.

Higgs production  

Higgs xsection is strongly dependent on the 
gluon density and αS(MZ), as the top xsection 
but at smaller x 
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non-pert.

Instead of 
conclusions  

HERA data combined 
with LHC data will 
teach us a lot about 
gluon density
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